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a Carefully remove all model parts from boards (use part T 
   to push out the smaller parts).
b Remove any burrs on the parts by gentle sanding (part S). 

c Slide both the drive wheels (2) to the center of a 6 cm axle (1)  
   and fix in place with a small drop of glue. 

d Slide parts 3 (x12) on a 6 cm axle (1) to make the flywheel.   

e Insert drive axel in hole 1 and 
   flywheel in hole 27 of part 4.

f Place parts 5, 6 and 7 as indicated and carefully 
  slide the other side (4) in place.  

g Lock drive axle in place with 
   parts 8 and large gear (9) as indicated.   
h Lock flywheel in place with part 8 and small gear.  

Note: All axles should turn freely!

i Construct the 3 axles as shown. 
j * Note the small gear (8) is not flush with axle. 
    Insert into hole 9. 

l Complete front axle with parts 8 and 11.
m Complete mid axle with parts 8 and 10.
n Complete back axle with part 9.

k Insert axle with large gear (9) into hole 3, and 
   wheel axle in frontmost hole.  

*

*

* Pay careful attention to gear planes. 



o Rub candle wax on gear teeth.
   Make adjustments or sand 
   burrs where required. Ensure 
   the gear train runs smoothly 
   before continuing  

p Add a drop of glue to each gear 
   where it connects to the axle 
   (very important for gear on the 
   drive axel). Check that 
   mechanism still runs free while 
   glue is drying.   

q Complete car by 
   adding large 
   wheels (13). 

w Use the key (14) to 
   wind the engine 
   (~ 2 turns)
           Or
  pull the car back on 
  floor and release to  
  make it run.   make it run. 

Additional Information:

- If there is slippage of a gear on an axle – remove the gear and 
  apply glue to inside of gear center before replacing.

- If the rubber band breaks it can be replaced with another that is
  approximately the same size. 

- The numbers next to the holes indicate the gear ratio. From this it is 
  easy to calculate the difference in the number of teeth between the   easy to calculate the difference in the number of teeth between the 
  gears. Try to calculate the number of teeth on the large gear given that 
  the small gear has 8 teeth - check if you are correct by counting them. 

- The flywheel has the function of maintaining momentum (i.e. store 
  rotational energy). Here it resist changes in rotational speed by its 
  moment of inertia. It helps the mechanism speed up a bit slower to 
  stop the wheels from spinning. This together with the gear train helps 
  to control and slow down the unwinding. Where else are flywheels and   to control and slow down the unwinding. Where else are flywheels and 
  gear trains used?

Make sure everything 
runs smoothly - add 
wax if required.

Ensure there is no slippage between 
the gears/wheels and the axles - 
add glue if required.

Gears not shown in picture to 
improve clarity. 


